REAMERS
High speed steel reamers to rework worn tapers in holders are available for standard 4RW 1MT, 5RW 2MT, 6RW and 7RW 3MT, and 4RW 1MT, 5RW 2MT, and 6RW Cap tapers. All reamers except for the 4RW 1MT are hollow, making it possible to recondition worn holder tapers without removing the water tubes.

- 4RW 1MT: Part No. 18-1322
- 5RW 2MT: Part No. 18-1323
- 6RW: Part No. 18-1321
- 7RW 3MT: Part No. 18-1324
- 4RW 1MT cap taper: Part No. 18-1327
- 5RW 2MT cap taper: Part No. 18-1328
- 6RW cap taper: Part No. 18-1329

WATER COOLING HOSE — PART NO. 18-1350
CMW water-cooling hose is the finest available. Made by a prominent hose manufacturer. This hose is 3/8” diameter which properly fits the water nipples on CMW holders. It is available in 50-foot coils or can be cut to length.

HOSE CONNECTOR FOR 3/8 HOSE—PART NO. 18-1351
This hose connector, placed in the water-cooling hose line, facilitates quick change of holders or dies. The male and female ends of these connectors should be reversed in the inlet and outlet lines to eliminate confusion in changing set-ups.

QUICK CONNECTIVE COUPLING ASSEMBLY
PART NO. 18-1352
The plug of this coupling can be mounted on CMW holders converting them for quick hose changes. An automatic water shut-off valve is built into the coupling.

HOSE CLAMP — PART NO. 18-1353
This aircraft type hose clamp gives positive tightening action which eliminates water leakage. It is easy to install and remove from Standard 3/8” Water Hose.

CAP ELECTRODE EXTRACTOR FORK
18-1381-1 FOR 5RW CAPS
18-1381-2 FOR 4RW CAPS
These hardened steel wedge type forks will make the removal of electrode caps quick and easy. They can be used on both female and male caps.